An element-free method (EFM) has been demonstrated successfully in elasticity, heat conduction and fatigue crack growth problems. We present the theory of EFM and its numerical applications in seismic modelling and reverse time migration (RTM). Compared with the finite difference method and the finite element method, the EFM has unique advantages: (1) independence of grids in computation and (2) lower expense and more flexibility (because only the information of the nodes and the boundary of the concerned area is required). However, in EFM, due to improper computation and storage of some large sparse matrices, such as the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix, the method is difficult to apply to seismic modelling and RTM for a large velocity model. To solve the problem of storage and computation efficiency, we propose a concept of Gauss points partition and utilise the graphics processing unit to improve the computational efficiency. We employ the compressed sparse row format to compress the intermediate large sparse matrices and attempt to simplify the operations by solving the linear equations with CULA solver. To improve the computation efficiency further, we introduce the concept of the lumped mass matrix. Numerical experiments indicate that the proposed method is accurate and more efficient than the regular EFM.
Introduction
Currently, many numerical strategies, such as the finite difference method (FDM) and the finite element method (FEM) (Cohen et al 1992 , Ichimura et al 2007 , have been developed to solve the seismic wave equations (Claerbout 1971, Mullen and Belytschko 1982) . Both methods, in practice, have certain shortcomings in either accuracy or computational cost. For example, FEM is restricted by the traditional finite element grids in the process of dealing with large deformation, simulation of structural damage, and the high stress gradient and the transient high gradient. FDM has the following deficiencies: (1) the conservation of the discrete equation is difficult to guarantee and (2) the adaptability of the method to irregular regions is poor.
The element-free method (EFM) (Belytschko et al 1994 , Lu et al 1995 , Masafumi et al 2009 provides a possible solution to the above issues for seismic modelling and imaging. In fact, EFM has been demonstrated successfully in elasticity, heat conduction and fatigue crack growth problems (Belytschko et al 1994) . EFM was first introduced to solve the seismic wave equation and was successfully applied to seismic modelling and imaging by Jia and Hu (Jia and Hu 2006) . However, Jia's work can address at most 81×81 nodes under a 2 G memory computational environment because of improper storage of the mass matrix ( ) M and the stiffness matrix ( ) K . Fan and Jia (2013) compressed the sparse matrices and simplified the operations by solving the linear equations instead of inverting sparse matrices. The method uses the data structure of the stack to store the nonzero information in computing K and M, which solves the problem of storage at the cost of long computational time.
In EFM, the number of Gauss points should be consistent with the number of model nodes; otherwise, the accuracy of the intermediate coefficient matrices is degraded (Fan and Jia 2013) . Thus, when the number of nodes in the velocity model increases for higher resolution, the memory requirement will be a great bottleneck. The decomposed element-free Galerkin method (Marfurt 1984) was presented to resolve the limit of memory. The node pair-wise approach (Karatarakis et al 2013) was developed to use its amenability to parallelism. To solve the problem of storage and computation efficiency, we propose a concept of Gauss points partition (GPP) and utilise graphics processing unit (GPU) to improve the computation efficiency of K and M (Liu et al 2008) . We employ the compressed sparse row (CSR) format to compress the intermediate sparse matrices and simplify the operations by solving the linear equations with CULA (Xu et al 2010) Sparse's Conjugate Gradient (CG) solver instead of the linear sparse solver 'PARDISO' (Gould et al 2005) . In this paper, NVIDA's Compute Unified Device Architecture 5.0 (CUDA5.0) is used, and the graphics card used is NVIDIA Tesla K20, with 5 GB of memory size and a 5.2 GHz memory clock.
Due to the characteristics of the Gaussian points, the GPP method does not influence the propagation of seismic waves in the velocity model. In this paper, the GPP method includes four points: (1) Gauss points correspond with GPU threads one by one, and participate in parallel computation (Fu et al 2010) . (2) To replace the global model search with the local search within the influence domain of each Gauss point. (3) The relativecoordinate of model nodes should be used in the influence domain of each Gauss point. (4) The summation is performed within the influence domain of different Gauss points that contain the same model node.
In the process of time iteration, we employ the lumped mass matrix (LMM) (Wang et al 2004 , Wu 2006 for seeking the inverses of the coefficient matrices. For different scales of the velocity model, we can either solve the linear equations using CULA or the simply inverse LMM. For the reverse time migration (RTM), both the zero-lag cross-correlation imaging condition (Claerbout 1985 and Sava and Formel 2006 , Sava 2007 and the source compensation imaging condition (Kaelin and Guitton 2006) are used. In order to verify these methods mentioned, a simple three-layer velocity model and Marmousi model have been employed. The final results of imaging are relatively accurate compared with the other numerical methods. Numerical examples demonstrate that our methods are efficient.
Construction of the discrete equations
Consider the following two-dimensional (2D) scalar wave propagation problem: where u is the displacement field, t x , and y denote the temporal and spatial coordinates; ( ) x D is the square of wave velocity in the media. To solve the equation easily, we define the moving least squares approximant as
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where m is the dimension of the basis vector ( ) p x . To obtain ( ) a x in equation (2), we minimise the following expression:
is the weight function defined by the influence domain of x, in which -> ( ) x x w 0.
I
For the node
I N inf is the number of nodes in the influence domain of x, and u I is the nodal value at x . I We minimise the above norm J to get
We obtain
From equations (7) and (8), we have
where j ( ) x is the shape function. Using the variation principle for equation (1), it is equivalent to find the minimum of the following function:
where a is the penalty factor. Applying equation (11) to this principle, we have
in which K is the stiffness matrix, M is the mass matrix, and F is the equivalent load vector. On condition that partial differential of velocity is ignored, these large and sparse matrices are defined by
The stiffness matrix and the mass matrix are usually calculated by the respective Gauss quadratures that gather the contribution of all Gauss points. Thus, from equation (14), we ignore the boundary conditions and the partial differential of velocity, new equations for K and M can be obtained: 
The system (13) is actually semi-discrete because it contains the accelerationÜ . The time recursion relations could be obtained by integratingÜ using the average acceleration algorithm: From equation (13), we obtain the following equation:
Applying the above equation to the average acceleration algorithm, we obtain the final time recursion equation as where n denotes the time step. Equation (19) can be modified as In this way, the time recursion relations become linear equations. To enhance the computational efficiency, we employ CG iterative solvers and the Jacobi preconditioner of CULA Sparse. The configuration for CULA Sparse is the relative tolerance of -10 5 and the maximum number of iterations of 10 4 (Zhang et al 2010).
Computations of K and M utilising GPP
Note that the calculations of coefficient matrices K and M require much computer time. To improve the computational efficiency, we employ a GPU when computing K and M. Because of the limited memory storage of the GPU, the GPU is unable to calculate the whole large velocity model. To overcome these limitations, the method of GPP is used. From equations (15) and (16), we take two steps for calculating the coefficient matrices K and M. The first step is to compute K GN and M , GN and the second step is to sum K GN and M .
GN
Considering that K and M are usually sparse matrices, a more efficient way is to store and implement only the non-zero elements of a sparse matrix. In this paper, we use the CSR format (Fan and Jia 2013). Considering each Gauss point is independent, we are able to allocate Gauss points to GPU threads. Due to limited memory size of GPU, we cannot allocate whole Gauss points to GPU threads once. In practice, a 2D velocity model usually has more grids in the horizontal direction than that in depth.
To facilitate the summation of K GN and M GN in next step, we partition the Gauss points only in the horizontal direction ( figure 2(b) ). In the calculation program, the loop of the Gauss point and the model nodes is required to satisfy the principle that the horizontal direction is defined as the outer-loop.
We allocate the proper Gauss points to the kernel's threads according to the GPU memory size (Weiss and Shragge 2013) after the GPP. Unlike the outer-loop Gauss points, which participate in parallel computation by GPU threads (Goedel et al 2009), the inner-loop model nodes are computed in a linear way using the GPU. A strategy of using local search to replace the global search in the model nodes loop is employed. The model nodes of the inner-loop can only locate nearby the influence domain of each corresponding Gauss point using this strategy. Because the influence domain of the Gauss point is circular in 2D cases, we make an outer tangent square of the circle, so that the inner model nodes loop only occurs in the square area. The inner-loop is only related to the number of model nodes in the influence domain of each Gauss point. Therefore, the size of the inner-loop will not increase as the model size increases. Because the number of nodes in the influence domain of each Gauss point is limited (figure 1), very little memory is required for the computation. The threads on GPU are organised using the following settings:
Block size Dim3 16, 16, 1 , Grid size Dim3 GP 16, GP 16, 1 ,
where GPx and GPy represent the number of Gauss points that are allocated to the kernel's threads in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. It is necessary to use relative-coordinate instead of absolute-coordinate, when we compute model nodes values within the influence domain of each Gauss point. As indicated in equations (7), (8), (10), (11), (15) and (16) to generate the stiffness matrix and the mass matrix using the GPU, we only compute
y. The computational relative-coordinate results of
x and ¶ ¶ ( ) B x y are saved in three-dimensional arrays, respectively. The three-dimensional arrays are formed according to the relative-coordinates of model nodes and Gauss points. The maximum value of relative-coordinates of model nodes equals to the number of model nodes within the influence domain of each Gauss point. After transferring the result from the GPU to the CPU, we convert the small 3D array to the 2D array for each Gauss point. To compute K GN and M , GN the absolute-coordinates of model nodes based on the entire velocity model should be recovered for each Gauss point. For details on the data transfer between the CPU and the GPU in computing K GN and M , GN refer to figure 1. When summing K GN and M GN in the influence domains of different Gauss points that contain the same model nodes ( figure 2(a) ) based on the global velocity model, we encounter a problem caused by the fixed storage of the CPU. The reason for this problem is that, although we address the above summation for a partition velocity model, the velocity model partition will affect the propagation of seismic wave in the velocity model. To overcome the conflicts, we employ the GPP method once again. Note that the model nodes of the summation are located in the overlap influence domain of the neighbouring Gauss points. Therefore, when we partition the Gauss points, the corresponding model nodes that must be summed are also partitioned. The summation will be computed until no influence domains of Gauss points contain the same model nodes. To suit the memory of the CPU (Davis and Chung 2012), we partition the Gauss points and make the corresponding coordinate index subscript of model nodes (MS) satisfy the condition that max(MS) − min(MS)M (M is an integer and is related to memory, e.g., M=6561 in 2G memory). In FEM, when the size of the finite element is much smaller than the seismic wavelength, we can change the sparse symmetric matrix with a diagonal matrix, i.e., the LMM. Although the computation accuracy will be slightly lower (Mullen and Belytschko 1982), the theory of finite element (Koketsu et al 2004 and Komatitsch et al 2010a) has proved to have the same order-of-magnitude of error (Fried and Malkus 1975) after using the LMM and the consistent mass matrix (CMM). The approximate imaging results of LMM can be used for starting imaging results by avoiding solving liner equations, which is helpful to provide reference for other complex methods.
The influence domain in EFM is similar to the finite element in FEM. Because the influence domain usually contains dozens of nodes, it can hardly satisfy the principle that the size of the influence domain is much smaller than the seismic wavelength. To avoid solving linear equations using LMM, we employ the CMM in the process of matrix-vector multiplication. According to equation (14), LMM can be expressed as follows:
where d ij =1 if i=j, and d ij =0 otherwise. To consider one of the matrix inversions in equation (19):
Using binomial expansion for the right hand side of equation (22), we have
because the eigenvalues range of
is between −1 and 0, the expansion in equation (23) is convergent. The numerical examples indicate that, in most cases, it is sufficient to retain only the first two terms in the expansion. The accuracy of imaging of LMM will be improved when we retain more items on the right-hand side of equation (23) with the increasing of computational time. Of course, the deviation between LMM and FDM still exists no matter how many items are kept.
It is feasible to inverse matrices with LMM instead of solving linear equations for small velocity models, for example, the Marmousi model. However, for large models, the accuracy of the method decreases significantly. This reduced accuracy is caused by the large vertical size of the model, which makes the row values in the matrix quite scattered and different from the diagonal values in the lumped matrix. In this case, dropping the high-order terms in equation (23) will lead to large errors. To solve the problem of large models, we solve the linear equations only employing CMM using CULA CG iterative solvers.
Numerical examples
In this section, we test several numerical examples on modelling and prestack RTM (Buske et al 2009) . The zero-lag cross-correlation imaging condition has the form of
where t max is the maximum recording time, ( ) S x t , is the seismic wavefield,
is the receiver wavefield, and ( ) I x t , is the image result at location x. To eliminate the footprints of the shots near the surface and improve the accuracy of imaging, we employ the source compensation imaging condition
The source compensation imaging condition is more capable of representing the true amplitude of the reflection and adjusting the energy of the whole imaging results. At the same time, this imaging condition weakens the influence of strong source-related artefacts.
First, we design a three-layer velocity model, as shown in figure 3 . The length of the model is 7.4375 km, and the depth . We discretise the model with 596×300 nodes. For Gauss quadrature, 300×300 Gauss cells and 3×3 Gauss points in each cell are used. The recording time is 3 s, with the time step of 1 ms, and the dominant frequency of the source wavelet is 25 Hz. We conduct RTM on this model. Figures 4  and 5 show 20-shots-stacked migration results for this model by EFM using GPU-GPP and CULA-CG, in which K and M are computed based on equations (15) and (16), respectively. The zero-lag cross-correlation imaging condition is employed.
Comparing figure 4 with 5, we find some differences caused by partial differential of velocity for the three-layer velocity model under the zero-lag cross-correlation imaging condition. Figure 5 shows higher imaging resolution, especially in the areas close to the surface and the shallow velocity boundary, and indicates less noise than figure 4. That means the item of partial differential of velocity affects the final imaging results when velocity changes too much.
The second model tested is the Marmousi model shown in figure 6 . The length of the model is 7.425 km, and the depth is 2.99 km. We discretise the model with 595×298 nodes, 300×300 Gauss cells and 3×3 Gauss points in each cell. The total recording time is 3 s, with the time step of 1 ms. The dominant frequency of the source wavelet is 25 Hz. Figures 8 and 9 show the images generated by the element-free RTM using GPU-GPP and CULA-CG, in which K and M are both computed based on equation (15). We utilise the zero-lag cross-correlation imaging condition in figure 8 and the source compensation imaging condition in figure 9 . Figure 8 contains many artefacts near the surface caused theoretically by the two-way wave equation used in the RTM. Figure 9 indicates that the source compensation imaging condition can improve the accuracy of imaging by eliminating the footprints of the shots near the surface. Therefore, without considering partial differential of velocity, we compare figure 8 with 9 to find the better imaging condition. From the imaging results, we find the source compensation imaging condition is the better choice. The main reason is we can obtain the amplitude value which is more connected with the reflection coefficient under the source compensation imaging condition. Figure 10 shows the images generated by the elementfree RTM using GPU-GPP and LMM. The source compensation imaging condition is applied in the element-free RTM. Compared with figure 9, figure 10 shows that, despite several approximations, LMM inversion can obtain appropriately accurate imaging results. Figure 11 shows the images generated by the elementfree RTM using GPU-GPP and CULA-CG on condition of considering partial differential of velocity in the computation of K and M and employing zero-lag cross-correlation imaging condition. Compared with figure 8, figure 11 has higher resolution with more details in clearer deep imaging and less artefacts near the surface. Figure 12 shows the classical eighth-order finite difference RTM result. Compared to figure 12, the method of generating figure 11 can also obtain clear images of the three large faults and the deep anticline in the model. Especially for the image of deep anticline, our method can obtain better results than the finite difference RTM method. When partial differential of velocity is considered in the computation of K and M, the imaging results of LMM and the source compensation imaging condition are poor because of the approximations they contain.
Therefore, partial differential of velocity can be ignored (especially when the true velocity is unknown) and it is necessary to solve the linear equations with CG method under using zero-lag cross-correlation imaging condition when partial differential of velocity is considered. Table 1 shows great improvement in the computational efficiency is achieved by our method. As clearly shown in the table, compared to CULA Sparse host (using CPU), CULA Sparse CUDA (using GPU) doubles the computation efficiency in the RTM. LMM inversion is the most efficient method at the cost of approximations in accuracy. Figure 13 illustrates the comparison of computation efficiency of RTM by different methods.
To obtain higher resolution, we discretise the Marmousi model with 5395×956 nodes, 2800×600 Gauss cells and 3×3 Gauss points in each cell. Note that we distribute 2800 Gauss cells in the horizontal direction. Such a large index of Gauss cells will bring abnormal results in the computation of K and M. The reason is that the 3×3 order in large index of Gauss cells leads to deficiency in the computation of Gauss integral. To solve the problem of the abnormal results and still use the 3×3 order, we employ the following strategy: partition the model in half in the horizontal direction and shift the right part of the model with larger Gauss cells index to the left. Between the two parts, an overlap region should be remained in each one. The width of this overlap region is not smaller than the diameter of the influence domain in the EFM.
For large velocity models, the storage of the wavefield at each time step in RTM is a significant problem for computer resources. To solve this, we employ the method of checkpointing storage for the wavefield. According to the time domain sampling law, the continuous signal ( ) f t with F frequency band can be expressed by a series of discrete sampling values ( )
... The law demands that the time interval of sampling points satisfy  D ( ) t F 1 2 . In this paper, the dominant frequency of the source wavelet is 25 Hz and the time step of 1 ms, therefore we can utilise the time step of 12 ms for storing wave field value.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a concept of GPP and utilised GPU to improve the computation efficiency of the intermediate matrices. To improve the computation efficiency of large coefficient matrices, we employ CSR format to compress the stiffness matrix and the mass matrix and simplify the operations by solving the linear equations with the CULA Sparse's CG solver. Under certain conditions, the LMM is able to obtain accepted imaging results with several approximations. In GPP method, we use local search to replace the global search in the model nodes loop. The concept of relativecoordinate is used to store the index of the intermediate matrices for resolving shortcomings of memory and computation efficiency.
Using these strategies, the problems of the limitation of storage and the time-consuming computation are solved. With the computational efficiency greatly improved, the accuracy of modelling and imaging is not lowered. Our method is easy to be applied in other similar numerical methods, such as FEM.
The arrays require quite limited memory storage, which makes the method promising in dealing with large-scale 3D problems. Moreover, wavelet transform can be implemented for compression and storage of the coefficient matrices. Combined with space-domain parallel computations, the efficiency of this method can be increased further. 
